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Synopsis 故事大綱 : 

 
 
An egotistical scientist and his assistant create the first-ever Legendary Time Machine. The 

mad scientist likes to create different weird machines to shock the world. He always looks 

down on everyone and thinks that they are all inferior. His assistant is fed up with him. To 

further stroke his ego, he decides to change the world for the better, in his own view, and to 

enlighten the masses. As he jumps through time, things don’t really go according to the plan, 

teaching him a lesson in humility. 
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Scientist: Finally! I did it! It’s the legendary time machine! It took me nine years of 

studying and hard work to make it! 
         
Assistant:  Um…Sir, you started working on it yesterday? 
 
Scientist:  Oi, I'm the boss! Don't disagree with me. 

 
(Assistant sighs) 
 

Scientist: Hey! Don't you sigh at me! It's disrespectful to my intellect. 
 
Assistant: Yes sir(with a disrespectful attitude)  

 
Scientist: Oh thank you my incompetent assistant. I will start doing my victory dance! 

 
The Mad Scientist dances around happily while playing his favourite song 
 
Assistant sighs heavily and rolls her eyes 

 
Scientist: I heard you rolling your eyes at me.  
 
Assistant: Whatever! 
 
     Assistant doesn't care and starts doing her nails 
 Scientist picks up time machine and looks at it with admiration 
 
Scientist:        Ah…the things i can do with this, the places I could go. I COULD 

CHANGE THE WORLD. 
 
  Assistant whispers to hearself 
Assistant:     And finally,I can have some me time! 
 
Scientist:     Where to go first. Ancient egypt, Rome or even further back? Like the dawn of man! 

The things I could teach them! I am a rather fantastic mentor if i do say so myself. 
Right my incompetent assistant? 

 
 
Assistant: … 
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 A moments silence 
 
Assistant:  Yes sir (she rolls her eyes again) 
 
Scientist: But first, i want to know what the future holds. Lets power this bad boy up. 

Assistant, do the thing! 
 
Assistant: … 
 
Scientist: I said do the thing! 
 
Assistant:  what year sir? 
 
Scientist:  How am I supposed to know? 
 
Assistant:  I thought you were the smartest man alive? 
 
Scientist:  Don't get sassy with me! Just do the thing! 
 
Assistant: Yes sir 
 
 Assistant pushes a big red button 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
Scientist :   Uh hello, what year is it?(feeling a bit dizzy) 

 
Robot:   This is the year 3022, ‘human’. Where did you come from? 

 
Scientist:  She only sent me a 1000 years into the future! Thats not far enough. I specifically 

said do the thing. Ugh good help is haed to come by these days. 
 

Robot:   Oh great another one of these. 
 

Scientist:  What do you mean another one of these. I am the greatest scientist that ever 
lived. Surely you have heard of my magnificent feat of creating the Legendary 
Time Machine. 
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Robot :  Ha ha! What's so great about a time machine? You can find a time machine in 
almost every house now! Your the 13th “greatest scientist that ever lived” that I 
have had this week. 

 
Scientist:  Whatever! I came to the future to see how I can change the world, and make it a 

better place. 
 

Robot:     Change the world? You? Really? 
 

Scientist:   Yes, my intellect is unsurpassable. 
 

Robot:   Suuuuuure. However I can sense something interesting about you.  
 

Scientist:    I am only interesting. I haven't a dull bone in my body! 
 

Robot:            I am the famous “Robot Teller of Fortune '', just let me take a picture of you, I can 
see your future.  

 
Scientist:   Really? This sounds like some kind of carnival scam. 

 
Robot:  Oh nooooo. I'm the real deal. I mean yes I used to work in Carnival back in the 

1980s. But ever since I was recycled in the 2800s I have made quite the name 
for myself telling fortunes to time travellers passing my way. 

 
Scientist:    I doubt it, but try it. 

 
Snap! The “Robot Teller of Fortune” snapped a picture of the Scientist. 
 

Robot :   hmmmmm interesting. I see your goals. They are ambitious but I also see much 
struggle and suffering and…..bananas for some reason.  

 
Scientist:         I do love bananas 

 
Robot:  Shhh I also see that  you will not change the world and make it a better place, 

instead you will achieve the opposite of what you desire. 
 

Scientist:         Impossible. I never fail! I'll show you! 
 
Scientist takes out his phone and calls his assistant. 
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Scientist:  ASSISTANT! Send me to the past I wish to enlighten the common folk. 
 
Assistant:  So like when sir? 
 
Scientist:  Bore someone else with your “questions”. Now do the thing. 
 
Assistant:  (sighing) Alright.  
 
 

Assistant types furiously.  
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 

 
Scientist suddenly gets sucked into the portal and lands in a cave.                      

 
                                                   
Caveman: Ugabhoga! 
 
Scientist: Ugabhoga?! 
 
Caveman: Ugabhoga! 
 
Scientist: Ah…..where am I?! 
 
Caveman: Ugabhoga bhoga bhoga uga! 
 
Scientist: And who is this Ugabooga man?! 
 
Caveman: ugaugaboogahogabogaugaboogaugabooga! 
  
Scientist: Oh…I forgot to put on the universal translator!  Wait…Where is it! 
 
Assistant: You never invented one sir. 
 
Scientist:  Surly I did.  
 
Assistant: Ugh please hold whilst I whip something up. 
 


